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The next meeting of the Melbourne Group will be held"at 61

Hardware Street, Melbourne oh Monday 28th April, at 7.45 p.m. when
the Guest Speaker will be Mr, Lloyd Edmonds whose subject will be
'Australia and the International Brigade in Spain',
Members are asked to attend and bring their friends.

.The May.Day Committee will hold a Sunday Pilgrimage to the
groves of Pioneers during April, Since last year an '8 Hours

Commemoration Fund' has been established to restore the graves of
pioneers. The restoration work on the grave, of James Stephens will be
unveiled by his grandson, great grand-daughter, and great great grand
children,

.

'

,

For further advice write to J.C. Arrowsmith, May Day Committee.

Trades Hall, or ring 34-1422.

.

Students are working on the following theses,
appreciated.

*
Any help will be

Inquire Editor.

'Adela, Pankhurst in Australia'

'The Conscription Campaigns in the Western Suburbs 1916-1917'
'The 1955 A.L.P. Split'
'History of Waterside Workers Federation'

'The 1916-17 Conscription Campaigns in the Victorian Country
Districts-'

The story of 'John Curtin' by Mrs. Irene Dowsing (A.S.S.L.H.

Member) is about to be published by the Acacia Press, Blackburn Rd.
Blackburn. Some years of research has gone into this work.

The story of 'Maurice Blackbiirn and the Australian Labor Party'
by his, grand-daughter will appear as this goes to press. All financial

members will receive a free copy. Should you not receive one, it will
be because you are not shown as financial by the Treasurer at Canberra.
Copies can be secured for 50 cents and 5 cents postage, from
S. Merrifield 81 Waverley Street, Moonee Ponds 3039, or T. Audley 9
Sharp Street, Northcote 3070, or from the Labor Bookstall, Trades Hall.

—

A SONG FOR THE SPANISH ANARCHISTS.
The Golden lemon is not made

j

but grows on a Jaen tree
A strong man and his crystal eyes
is a man born free,

- -

-

■Eie oxen pass under the yoke

:£

"

and the blind are led at will

v

But a man■born free has a path*of his own

f ,

and a'house on the hill,
And men are me.n who till the land

'

) v

and women ate women who weave

; -

Fifty men own the lemon grove
and no man is a slave,
'

'=■

Herbert Read,

Prom 'A World Within a War' Paber & Paber, London,-

,

.

WILLIAM WHITEHOUSE COLLINS, by H,H, Pearce,

Born 4/9/1853, Harbourne, Staffordshire, England,

.

Educated

privately at Mason College, Birmingham, was a grandson of John Collins,
Chartist, who was sentenced to 1 year's gaol for carrying a Chartist
Manuscript to the "printers,
*

1

Early he showed his ability and interest in life and the events
about him by delivering lectures to his fellow school mates on boyish
interests and school affairs,
.
.
'

He became a Sunday School Teacher and Leader of the Bible Class,
he also studied for the Baptist Ministry,

But the more he studied the

more he became dissatisfied with mere formal belief and wanted better

refisons for holding it.

He studied science and philosophy and eventually

lost all belief in all forms'of supernaturalism, including Christianity,

He

tHe English "National Secular Society" then presided

over by Charles Bradlaugh,

About six years later he sat for and passed

an examination for a "Special Lecturer" and received the following
'Certificate,-

'This Diploma is to certify that Mr, W,W, Collins of Birmingham,
is a duly appointed lecturer of the National Secular Society

_ 28th August,, 1884,

(Signed) Chas, Bradlaugh, President,'

As such a lecturer he travelled throughout England, often
travelling up to 3,000 miles a month' and delivering 200 lectures a
year, with many debates as well-^ —
In 1885 the Freethinkers of Sydney applied to Charles Bradlaugh
to recommend a man to come to them and organise the Preethought
Movement there, Joseph Symes of Melbourne, had been a similar lecturer
in England, and had come to Melbourne on the recommendation of
Bradlaugh,
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Prior to the departure of Collins "he was given 'banquets by ' .
Secular-Branches in Liverpool, Manchester, Leicester 'and

Birmingham, At the Hall of Science, London, he. was presented with
a framed Address

To William Whitehouse Collins, on the. eve of joxa> departure
from England to Australia, the National Secular Society
desires to express its deep sense of the character and

ability displayed in your advocacy of Free thought,-, and trusts
that in the new sphere you are about to enter, you will
sustain and heighten the reputation you have so gallantly

won. May your future career be dignified with labo\ar and
brightened with success. Signed on behalf, of the Executive,
C; Bradlaugh, President,

London, October, 1885,

R, Forder, Secretary,

He sailed in the S.S, Potosi on 29th October, 1885,

After £

short stay in Melbourne, where he gave some lectures, ho went on to
Sydney as Lecturer to the 'Liberal Association of New South Wales',
This Association co-existed with a branch of 'The Secular

Association of Australia', but for some reason his lectures were
advertised as being under the auspices of 'The Freothought Lecture
Platform Association'

as it was from this Association that he resigned

"to organise the 'consolidation of Secularism in Sydney',

The relation

ship of these three organisations is rather obscure.

Whilst in Sydney he married the daughter of J,E, Skinner, who was
President of the 'Sydney Pr.ogressive Lyceum', and of the 'Liberal
Association of N,S,W,'' Skinner published a 'Secularists' Guide', with
whi'ch he va's assisted by Collins and another, Wallace Nelson,
Collins started and edited a periodical, 'The Freethinker and

New South Wales Reformer', the first issue was for April 11, 1886 and
the last for 23rd, September, 1886, (23 issues) after which it
amalgamated with Joseph Symes's Melbourne 'Liberator', to be jointly
edited by them. It was also announced that the arrangement would
include an exchange of platforms.

On the 1st, February, 1889,.. appeared the first issue of
'Freedom' edited by Collins, but which ceased with its issue for 1st,

February, 1890,

Collins was travelling all over Australia lecturing

and he announced that he did-not have the t ime to conduct it.

In 1890 he went on a lectxAring tour over Tasmania, from where

he went to

New Zealand, via Hobart to Dunedin,

Here he gave a series

of lectTires and then toured New Zealand, eventually settling in
Christ church where he made his home.

Here he entered the New Zealand House of Representatives for

Christchurch East as a Liberal, He served two Parliaments, 1893-6
and 1899-1902, He also published and edited 'The Tribune' from

February 1894 to January 1895, This was mainly devoted to political
and social affairs. In April, 1907, ho issued the first number of
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'The Examiner' a Montlaly devoted exclusiveiy to Free thought and
kindred matters. This continued until its issue for May-June, 1917,
when it ceased because of difficulties caused by the First World War
and Collins's ill-health.

Whilst in Christchurch he was Secretary of the 'Canterbury
Freethought Association', and later of the 'Rationalist Association

of New Zealand, He returned to Sydney about 1919, and died there on
12th April, 1923,

Before his death he was the President of the

'Rationalist Association of New South Wales', and was made an Honorary
Associate of the 'Rationalist Press Association' of London,

Personally, he had a genial"manner and ready wit, as well as
being a. polished and fluent speaker.

His publications include,■ ,. '

Geolody and the Bible

Life and Death:' '
'
Can the Design Argument be Vindicated?
Ferrer and His Enemies .

Rationalist Burial Services
, JesusJ Who and What was He?
Did Jesus Ever Live?;
The Bible in Schools Question

: .

2..

,

J. /

A Search for a Soul, and What I found on the

Law not God

Way

Adam

References

The Journals published 'by Collins,
'The Liberator', Ed, Joseph Symes,
"
'Ross's Magazine', edited by R,S, Ross,

'The Freethinker', (England) edited by G,W,
Foote,

••

'The Rartionalist' edited' by J,S, Langley,
Information from those who personally knew
Collins, •

•

THE DIGGER'S INVITATION

'

■■

-

t

Come, sons of labour, toiling hard.
To earn a scanty livelihood,
' ,,
Whose best of luck has been ill-star'd, jHowever ye'have life pursued;

■

•

"

.
. • •.r,-.

' "

. ^rj'r.-..

Here Fortune waits with golden charms,
To throw herself'into yOur arms;

The Diggers, hohj the Diggers , hah,' "
Shout for the Diggings, shout hurrahj

Come, wretch that's neither paid nor fed,'
Although you oft the night Work through,"
On whom sweet Hope doth'never-shed

Her slightest ray whate'er ye do;

^
\r

;,'.V- .

''

*

.:
',

.:

"
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We've gold and mutton plenty here,

.

.

And hope besides your heart to cheer;

The Diggings, hohj the Diggings, HahJ
Who heeds not toil, if he may reap
A life devoid of gloomy care,
Come here and work, eat, drink and sleep.
And quit the land of your despair;
For there it is the taxer reigns.
Who starves you whilst he binds your chains;

The Diggings, hoh! the Diggings, hahj
Shout for the Diggings, shout hurrahl
Prom John Sherer's Book,

THE CONNOLLY ASSOCIATION,

The troubles in Ulster are too recent to be forgotten and
provide perspective for the aims of the Association,

The story of Irish incompatibility in the United Kingdom is the
story of revolt against colonilism, religious intolerance, economic
serfdom, absentee landlordism and prejudice. The problems of Ireland
are now the problems of the world but are no less desirous of solution
for this,

.

■

For 600 years, Ireland has said to be sundered and despoiled
by Britain despite continuous resistance by chieftan and clan.

The involyement of England in the American Colonies gave hope
of opportunity and the rise of revolutionary Prance in the late 18th
century brought democratic changes in Europe and stirred fresh hopes

by Irisli"*patriots against oppression,

.

•-

France with little sympathy with England might prove an ally
for Irish hopes,
•
Underground envoys without any claim to consular protection

carridd the claims to sympathetic ears.

The foremost of these envoys

being Theordore Wolfe Tone (born 20/6/1663) of the Society of United
-Irishmen importuned for a French expeditionary force in 1796, but the
ill fortune of the French Fleet in Bantry Bay brought the effort to
nought.

Tone,'the father of Irish Republiqanism, son of a Cromwellian
planter, had stressed the need to break the ties with England and
said 'if the men of property fail us we will turn to the numerous and
respectable class - the men of no property'.
Again in 1803 Robert Emmett sought the same aid and in 1848

O'Brien, Meagher and Hollywood conveyed fraternal greetings to the
French Republic,

In 1856 the Fenian Brotherhood members Doheny, O'Mahoney and
Stephens'went to New York and Paris for funds, arms and trained
officers.
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j

Charles Stewart, Parnell, (born 27/6/1846) bore an implacable
hatred of English oppression and led the Irish Party at Westminster,
and by Parliamentary; obstruction, appeals to- the English people and
leading the agrarean agitation in Ireland sought results.

Even Australia gave welcome to the 3 H.P's, Dillon, Deasy and
Esmond at a tumultuous gathering on 30/4/1889,
William Redmond M.P, visited Melbourne on 30/4/l905 and
addressed a huge public meeting in the Town Hall on 3/5/1905 'Ireland
Home Rule',

.

,

l

.

!
Envoys Fr, Michael O'Flannagan, Vice President of Sinn Fein
and'Sean 0'Kelly had a short sojourn, here. The first addressed 1000

people at Bondi, Sydney on 1/5/1923 but both were removed under
custody and deported a few weeks later, (These were not the only cases
of deportation during the post war period).

It is from this background, the later Connolly Association of
Australia, selected the title 'Irish Envoy' as the name of the paper to
advance their cause,

on 5/6/I868, James Connolly was born and absorbed the lessons
of Irish history, but it was not his mould to be anti-something only.
It was his creed to develop a positive philosophy and this he found in
Socialism, He regarded the Irish working class as 'the incorruptible
heirs of the fight for Irish freedom' but they, were not to be thought
the sole heirs. He saw the need for an alliance of anti-imperialist
forces' to achieve National liberation and as a pre-condition of economic
freedom. He foresaw, however, an Ireland of equitable distribution of
wealth and her destiny shaped by the Irish people.

His execution on 12/5/1916, robbed the people of leadership of
his quality and purpose,

Connolly was a prolific writer, edited newspapers at different

times. 'The Workers Republic', 'The Harp' (U.S.A.), 'The Irish Worker'
founded by Jim Larkin and back to 'The Workers Republic', and also
contributed frequently to British and U.S.A. Socialist papers. He is
best known as the author of numerous publications, 'Labor in Irish
Politics' was a prominent book. His pamphlets 'Axe to the Root' and
'Socialism made easy' were sent by the author to Tom Mann in Australia,

Various small organisations existed in London, a branch of the
Irish Republican Congress, the League against Imperialism etc, etc,

and in September 1938 these were brought together into one body, the
Connolly Clubs, whose aim was the study of the teachings of Connolly,
In the early I940's these amalgamated under the title 'The Connolly
Association and Irish Self-Deterraination League' and the present
constitution was adopted in 1955, The monthly paper has continued
first as 'Irish Front' then 'Irish Freedom' and the present 'Irish
Democrat',

The Association comprises Irish men and women living in Britain
and who remain friends of Ireland and whose aims are -

'
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•

'

i»

To win support for a United'Irish Republic and removal

of the obstacles of British Imperialism,

2,

Equal treatment for Irish people resident in Britain, .

The method of promotion -

(a)

•

by winning support in working class and democratic

movements in Britain,

(b) working to strengthen the Labour movement by the unity of
Irish and British workers,

.

.

(c) support of self-determination by nations on a world scale,

(d) publishing, distributing or by other methods the teachings
of Irish Republicanism Including James Connolly,
(e)

co-operating with other organisations in matters of

common concern.

The first big campaign concerned the release of Prank Ryan,
noted Irish Socialist Republican and member of t he International
Brigade imprisoned in Franco Spain,

During the War Years he sought the release of Irish political
prisoners held in British gaols, following the" I,R.A, 'bombing'
campaign

in Britain between 1939-40,

The Association supported the war against fascism, but defended
the right of Ireland to be neutral and resisted conscription,

^ , After the war the Association suffered a decline, probably due
to the 'cold war' atmosphere and also being overshadowed by the Irish
Government 'The Anti-Partition League', but continued to maintain the
regular monthly publication 'Irish Democrat',

The new 1955 Constitution emphasised the need for the support
of the British .Labo^^^

for Irish National demands.

Prom 1959 to 1963 campaigns have been waged for the release of

Irish political-prisoners from Belfast .and,British gaols .and awakening
British opinion to the alDuses of civil liberties in Northern Ireland,
Pamphlets, booklets, parades, demonstrations, speakers to
public meetings, trade unions and Labour Party branches, lobbying"
M.P's, and an.Annual Rally in Trafalgar Square have all been'used,
#

This year the Centenary Commemoration of the birth of Connolly
has been a special featvire, •

The 1920 Government of Ireland Act was placed on the Statute

Book in London which is claimed to be the heart of British Imperialism

and the Connolly Association vigorously arid bitterly ^opposes the
resultant partition of Ireland and has secured the support of 45 Labour

jtQt

M,P»s and many unit organisations of the Labovir Party to ,the cause,
Anti-Partitionists active in Northern and Southern Ireland

and a request to the Labour Government.to have the recent, Bill out
lawing racial and religious discrimination applied to Northern
Ireland was refused.

Later in the article a leaflet sponsored by the Australian
Association will detail the issues as seen by .them.
The formation in May 1964 of the Connolly Association of
Australia as proposed by Mr, P, Hegarty was■regarded by those interest
ed as an event of importance in Australian outlook. The title adopted
was similar and it was sought by its adoption to secure inspiration
from the life and teachings of the Irish patriot and working class
leader, James Connolly, who had been executed by the British authorit

ies following the unsuccessful Easter Rebellion of.1916,
It waa felt that popularisation of Connolly's philosophy and
writings would symbolise the challenge of socialism to imperialism
the world over, a challenge to repression and an inspiration to the
struggle for the recognition and xmderstanding of the'fundamental
freedoms and in particular the cause of Irish freedom.

It was also believed such a body could play a progressive role
in the social and democratic advancement and development of the think

ing of the progressive labour movement here.
The Association aimed to secure support from Australian
elements in the protest against the separation of the 6 Northern
Counties of Ireland from an all Ireland jurisdiction and the violation

of basic human rights and civil liberties in Ulster, the administration

of which was said to be operated under special police powers, gross
electoral gerrymandering and economic, political and religious
discrimination,

.

•

The following texts of two leaflets issued at a later stage
by the Australian Association, illustrates the charges.
To be continued.

PAPER ON THE SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL by Cyril S. Wyndham,
The international traditions of the British Labour Movement

date from the time of the French Revolution, but internationalism and
organised Laboiir itself, were in effect squashed during the French
Revolutionary Wars and the subsequent Napoleonic Wars, Reaction in all
countries, outside of France, to the French Revolution was one of
suppression of any group which seemed to have oven the mildest resemb
lance to the revolutionaries of France, _

With the.success of the Belgian and French Revolutions and,
conversely, the failure of the Polish, which saw a stream of refugees
seeking haven in London, came-a tremendous revival of interest in
international co-operation between Labour groups.
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William Lovett, James Bronterre O'Brien and Henry Hethrington
were members of the 'National Union of the Working Classes-And Others,

established in 1831 partly as a response to events on the continent
of Europe, The activities of this organisation were copfi^ied to
celebrating the French and Polish Revolutions and to criticism of Lord
Palmerston's foreign policy as being too favourable to Russia,

Subsequent disappointment'with the Reform Act of 1832, led to
new drives for independent and international working class organisations,
The National Union virtually disappeared and for a brief period Robert
Owen's Grand National Consolidated Trades Union attracted thousands of

supporters.

An exchange of correspondence took place between the

Grand National and a group of workers in Naaites (France), Beyond this,
however, internationalism did not.flourish and the vision of Owen
soon collapsed.
1836 saw the creation of the London Working Mens Association,

pioneered by Lovett, and from which the Chartist Movement was to grow,
International influences were soon felt within the Association and

Lovett published 'a series of letters to European,workers', in one of
which he said -

If Monarchs could unite against the Revolution,
why should not the 'producers.of wealth' constitute

their own 'Holy Alliance',

Among the signatories of these letters was Robert Hartwell,

later editor of the.'Beehive', which was to become the official

organ

of the First International,

The contacts of the Chartists with Exiropean groups was soon

many, including the Parisians, the Polish Emigres and the Russian
Refugees,

During this period is reported the first known contribution

from British Trade Unionists to a foreign industrial dispute, when
English tailors donated a small sura to assist a strike of their French

counter-parts.

And it was through various newspapers of the Chartist,

that the"'activities of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels first became

known in England,
fraternal DEMOCRATS

.

,

Although it had no'foreign branches, the formation of'the
Fraternal Democracts in 1846 must find a place in any review of international socialism, since its structure was followed by the First
International,

The organisation had links with the Democratic

Association of Brussels and was organised on the basis of a General

Secretary for each affiliated national group, Germany, France,
Scandinavia, Himgary, Switzerland and Poland were represented on the
committee.

Among the first activities of the Fraternal Democrats was the

organisation of opposition to the British Government's Militia Bill

(1846), proposed as a result of the conflict with the United States

over the Oregon Boundary, and the campaign was built around the slogan
'No votel

No musket]'.
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At about the same time a fi^ther Polish Revolution was brutally

crushed by Austrian troops'and in the following "year Britain, Prance
i-and-Spain-aided-the,Portugueae...rulers-to. put-down a revolt.

This

repressive action provoked George Julian Harney to emphasise the need
for an international association, because, he said people now apprecia
ted that »

^,,a blow struck at liberty on the Tagus -

• is an injury to friends of freedom on the . - '
.;

Thamesj that the success of Republicanism In
, . France would doom tyranny in every other land •

■ ■
and the triumph- of-England ^s Deraocrat±n t)hai'ter
. . . would be the salvation of millions throughout
Eurbpe',

"

;
:

,, .
■; ' '

"

■
.

•

' V

The successful revolutions in Prance, which fdreed the '
abdication of Louis Philip; in Vienna which-saw the flight of

:i:Metternichj- and in-Berlin, -Bohemia, Hiingary and Northern Italy,
' boosted the fortunes of the Fraternal Democrats, A delegation of three
was sent to Paris to convey congratulations to.the Provisional

Government■of that city.

But this success was short lived and as the

tide of counter-revolutions swept back the temporary successes of the
workers in the countries named, so the Fraternal Democrats and the
Chartists declined.

To the Fraternal. Democrats must certainly go much credit for
awakening and fostering a spirit of international brotherhood among
the workers of many countries.
It also provided Marx with a platform from which to make his

public ddbut to a British audience, when the Democrats convened a
meeting in 1847 to commemorate the Polish Rising, It was during this
visit to London that Marx was commissioned by the Communist League
to write a Manifesto for it,

•

THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

With the announcement that Louis Napoleon was to

visit

England in 1855, an international committee which had been preparing
to receive an opponent of his, turned itself into 'The Welcome and
Protest Committee', A year later it became the International
Association and had a sporadic existence until 1859, The leading

members were Ernest JoneS, James Finlen and George Holyoake,

Marx.

attended one meeting but because of the presence -of-the Russian
Herzel, he refused to participate further.
The Association was restricted to a few individuals, and .

affiliated national grodps - The Commune Revolutionaries, a French

Extreme Refugee Group; German Group; the Polish Socialists and the.
remnants of the English Chartists, This was the first society to
attempt the idea of a homogeneous International Organisation directed
and controlled by a Central Committee in London,

.

THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL, 1864-1871
-

.

.

Feeble though the early attempts were; all of them played

- I
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Some part iii paving the way for the first effective organisation of
working men. They failed for various reasons but it was not from
lack of idealism or vision,

1860 saw yet another revival of labour'agitation an^ in that
year the London Trades Council was established. Craft Unions began
to grow stronger, and there was an acute awareness of the importance
' of the working man since he lacked the franchise. This industrial

activity was coupled with a movement towards political action. With
the advent of striKes British employers began to import foreign labour,

and one of the most compelling reasons for the later affiliation of
Unions with the International was the desire to prevent strike-breaking
by this device.

The prolonged strike of building workers in England resulted
in a donation to them from their French counter-parts, which led the
. Union Journal to write -

'We hope again to hear from o\ar brother toilers, the

French workers, and that some steps will be taken to
keep up a correspondence not only between France and
England, but also with the workmen of Italy, Belgium,
Holland, Hungary, Poland and indeed the whole of
continental Europe',

Coincidental with all these events was the growing-...support, for

the Italian Risorgimento, led by Mazzini and Garibaldi, The former
had constantly called for an alliance of subject peoples against
Austria and Russia although he had avoided any previous contact with
the earlier international groups because of their socialist tendencies.
Garibaldi had visited London in 1864 but his abrupt departure
caused protests in labour circles.

Strange though it may'seem the American Civil War added to the
movement for an International, Until Lincoln's move to abolish slavery,
the workers showed little or no interest in the conflict.

What did

arouse concern was the complete inadequacy of the British Government's
action to assist memployed cotton mill workers.

In 1862, Napoleon, who was seeking allies to retain his
position, sponsored an elected delegation of French workers to the
London Exhibition of that year, and in so doing over-rode the opposit
ion of his own Prefect of Police in Paris, The delegation, Toulain,
Fribourg, Talandier and Bocquet among them, were entertained at an
innocuous afternoon tea by a Committee of the 'Working Man', a
Journal founded to sponsor the work of cooperative societies.
Historians differ as to the subsequent impact of this informal

and highly respectable gathering on the founding of the International,
Some-'claim it of no significance, while others assert that the
International was born at this afternoon soiree.

All of the afore

mentioned Frenchmen, together, with the British representatives G,E,
Harvis and Charles Murray subsequently joined the International,
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Correspondence followed between the French and English groups
and in 1863 a massv-meeting was held at St,James' Hall, London,
which was attended by a delegation from the Paris Working Men's

Polish Committee,

The following day the^English and French workers

met and agreed to conduct a joint campaign of support for the Polish
workers' revolt against Russian domination. Five Trade Union
Leaders prepared a docijment which was reproduced throughout Europe

and a year later reaA to the foundation meeting of the International,
George Odger drafted the address which called for 'A gathering together of representatives from

France, Italy, Germany, Poland, England and all
countries where there exists a will to cooperate
for the good of mankind'.
. rOne of the results of the publication of the address was the
establishment. of an organisation known as The Universal League for the

Elevation of the Industrious Classes under the patronage of the
Marquess of Towns end J Among the aims of t he League were shorter hotirs
and international communication between laboiiring classes, A number

of Trade Unions attended a meeting of the League in May, 1864, to
demand improvements in Trade Union Law, The'following month manhood
suffrage was added to the list of objectives.

On September 28th, 1864, at.St, Martin's Hall, London, The
International Working Men's Association was formed,

A crowded

meeting saw it formally established. The meeting was convened by
Odger, and presided over by Professor Beesly (a Liberal), The General

Council consisted of twenty-seven Englishmen, three Frenchmen, two
Germans and two Italians, All lived in London and throughout the
history of the International the Council remained a London organisation,
'The Beehive' became the International's first official organ, Marx

-was present at the foundation meeting, but he played no part in any
of the moves which led up to it, nor in any of the proceedings. To

use his own words, he was present'as a 'mute figure'. Nor does anyone
. seem to know how he gpt there, as E,H, Carr observed 'The origins of the momentuous decision to invite
i f

Marx - a. decision which determined the whole

course of the International, from its inception
to its death - is wrapped in a strange obscurity'.

Undoubtedly Marx saw the unique opportunity that offered,

itself and seized upon it for his own purposes, That he dominated
_ the International is beyopd question and his ruthlessness soon became

evident when he drove out of the organisation any and all,who dared
to oppose him, Marx failed to make much impression on the English
sectiop, which w as extremely cautious of his revolutionary and infla
mmatory approach. When his power was ebbing rapidly, he took the step
of engineering the removal of the General Council from London 'to New

York, a move which effectively killed the First International;
-(To be continued,)

.
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